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EXCERPTS FROM
“THE STORYTELLER: NOTES ON THE WORK OF GERARD BYRNE”
George Baker

It is said that when the critic has failed to master his material, he writes “notes.” It being understood,
that is, that “notes” are an incomplete form of the essay, a form of writing on the way to being an essay, or at
least in preparation of one. But today this is increasingly incorrect. To write notes has become a form wherein
the critic expands his or her capacities, a mode that allows the critic to follow phenomena that, while linked,
allow no complete synthesis.(1) To synthesize in such a situation indeed would be to falsify. It would be as well
to miss the full complexity of the phenomena under review. The essay is a one-way trip with few detours.
“Notes” produce a form of argument from the detour; and they allow us to remove the blinders of disciplinary
training and strike at territory formerly off-limits. It is in this sense too that Gerard Byrne—moving in his work
from photography to film to video, from series to disconnected series, and from object to disjunctive object
within a series—might be said to be a photographer, or rather an artist, who like the critic produces “notes.”
The notational, in some way, has become his chosen form. When we encounter it in the realm of visual art, the
notational is a form that can only be described as inherently anti-monumental, and yet it is a form that in its
potential sprawl is also structurally endless.

(1)

We could point to two of the most important essays on contemporary art: Rosalind Krauss, “Notes on the Index” in

The Originality of the Avant-Garde and Other Modernist Myths (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1986), and Miwon Kwon,
“One Place After Another: Notes on Site Specific Art," October 80 (Spring, 1997), p. 85-110.
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(Left) “Driver killed
in B.Q.E. Truck tragedy,” New York
Post, 23/7/2000.
View from the southeast corner, Meeker and McGuinness.

Let us begin with a pair of photographs from Byrne’s In the News sequence. This is a series in which the
artist has set out to produce a spiraling series of images whose formal codes replicate those of the work-a-day life
of the documentary photograph, as it is reproduced and used in journalism and the newspaper. To see the two
images that I have in mind from this series as a part of a new efflorescence of photography or the image seems a
reasonably impossible task. For instead the scene that they depict can only be described as catastrophic, if not apocalyptic: a scorched end more than a new beginning. In one, a group of people, both young and old, stand gathered
together on a street corner. This gathering seems incongruous, almost inexplicable, as this particular street belongs
less to a vibrant public space than to one immersed in the repetitive non-space created by the freeways and highways
that cut like weeds through the residential neighborhoods of many American cities. Machines, cars, would be
more welcome in this space than people. And yet here some people seem to be conversing; others are instead
staring in a variety of directions, perhaps listening; a bike is propped against a fence, another dropped upon the
ground. Towering above the small crowd, a blackened tree stands barren of any life. Signs beckon. We are at the
entrance to the freeway, and yet the signs’ messages have been eradicated, devoured by rust or fire, we cannot tell.
A second image, from a new angle, brings us closer to the scene. We see another blackened tree, a few more signs.
They have, obviously, been burnt—licked, if not fully consumed, by flames. Random letters glimmer from the destruction. “Bklyn.” “State...” “...xpwy.” “WEST.” “Interstate 278.” We are, then, at the entrance to the notorious
BQE, the almost useless Brooklyn-Queens Expressway that snakes in an endless sprawl of traffic through the two
largest boroughs of the City of New York. “BEAUTIFICATION,” a small sign still proudly claims, pointing to a
nearby garden of sorts, a project that seems not to have worked, and now lies in ruins. Beyond this, the signs lapse
into a silence of carbonized black and ashen grays.

(Right) “It is comparatively easy to set
up a basic model for
Epic theatre. For
practical experiments I usually picked as my example
of completely simple,
‘natural’ epic theatre
an incident such as
can be seen on any
street corner: an eyewitness demonstrating to a collection of
people how a traffic
accident took place.”
—Bertolt Brecht’s
“The Street Scene”
essay was an elaboration of a poem “Über
alltägliches Theater”
written in 1930.
(Willett, 1964, Pages
121-128). Viewed
from the northeast
corner, Meeker and
McGuinness.

We are faced with a street scene, one of the most important genres of twentieth-century photography,
even if this particular street seems to have fallen into decay and perhaps to have metamorphosed into another
entity altogether, less a concrete urban space than an abstract one that Gilles Deleuze might have called an “anyspace-whatever.” We are faced with a photograph of unreadable signs, and thus a photograph that has itself become
opaque if not unreadable. However, the artist has pointedly attached a series of captions to his opaque scenes. This
is almost always the case with Byrne’s photographs. The first caption is like a footnote; it lists a title from the world
of print publications: “‘Driver killed in B.Q.E. Truck Tragedy,’ New York Post, 23/7/2000,” it begins. “View from
the southeast corner, Meeker and McGuinness.” The second caption is much longer, and points in an entirely
unexpected direction. It quotes not a recent headline, but something assuredly not “in the news”—the distant
words of avant-garde dramatist Bertolt Brecht: “‘It is comparatively easy to set up a basic model for epic theatre. For
practical experiments I usually picked as my example of completely simple, “natural” epic theatre an incident such
as can be seen on any street corner: an eyewitness demonstrating to a collection of people how a traffic accident
took place.’—Bertolt Brecht’s ‘The Street Scene’ essay was an elaboration of a poem ‘Über alltägliches Theater’
written in 1930. (Willett, 1964, Pages 121-128). Viewed from the northeast corner, Meeker and McGuinness.”
To find Brecht’s typical avant-garde desire—a desire to ground his theatrical practice in the concrete
realm of everyday experience—in the midst of Byrne’s photographic interest in re-examining documentary photography—or, more precisely, its everyday branch of functional newspaper photography—this presents little surprise. And yet why would a photographic project be drawn to a maxim concerning Brecht’s epic theater? Why
this attraction to the avant-garde transformation of an entirely other medium or form of expression? As Brecht
described his “epic” or “story-telling” theater, distinguishing it from what he described as traditional “Aristotelian”
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theater, a theater of imitation and emotional empathy: “The actor [in epic theater] used a somewhat complex
technique to detach himself from the character portrayed; he forced the spectator to look at the play’s situations
from such an angle that they necessarily became subject to his criticism.”(2) Thus Brecht’s elevation of what he
called the “street scene” to a theatrical model, a situation where a re-enactment takes place whose purpose is
pedagogical—leading to thought and discussion—and which has no desire to imitate an event to the point
that its spectators believe in the illusion of the re-enactment, believe, that is, that they are experiencing the
actual event itself. “The street demonstrator’s performance is essentially repetitive,” Brecht would continue.
“The event has taken place; what you are seeing now is a repeat. If the scene in the theatre follows the street
scene in this respect then the theatre will stop pretending not to be theatre, just as the street corner demonstration admits that it is a demonstration (and does not pretend to be the actual event).”(3) We sense the latent
modernism of Brecht’s words; to make the theater more “theatrical,” to make it in some sense self-reflexive
(both formally and politically), theater must cease pretending that it can reproduce the outside world, events,
emotions—it must instead comment on all of these. Such would be one of the basic motivations of epic theater.
But what would it mean to shift these medium-specific theatrical maxims into the medium of the photograph? Gazing at Byrne’s images, we may indeed wonder to what extent his Brechtian caption is to be taken as a
model for his own practice, or to what extent he is in fact departing from Brecht even while pointing to him. For in
Byrne’s scenes, we sense little of the everyday transparency desired by Brecht, nor can we be sure that a past event
is being described in a way that any “comment” might be made whatsoever. To compare the photograph to an everyday form of re-enactment, to link it to discussion, discourse, and demonstration: all of this ruptures the traditional
beliefs in documentary, in its naturalism and its capturing of the “decisive moment,” to use Cartier-Bresson’s phrase,
tying Byrne’s project to the deconstruction of documentary photography initiated by artists at the moment of the
early stirrings of postmodernism, from Martha Rosler to Allan Sekula. And yet to link the photographic document
to theater, to acting and to fiction, to staging and re-construction: this perhaps begins to explain the deep opacity
of Byrne’s scenes, regardless of the captions that we can read. In Byrne’s images, a collision of mediums has taken
place; photography has expressed a desire to incorporate, in some way, the theatrical. In this operation—an operation
wherein the photograph accedes to the contents and techniques of an entirely other form—the photograph itself
becomes vehemently “second-degree.” It also becomes enigmatic, if not obtuse. An event has taken place. We are
confronted with its aftermath.(4) Lessons seem in short supply. A story, perhaps, cannot be told. It is, of course, the
scene of a recent death at which we are gazing, a traumatic accident. Repetition hardly seems possible. And yet a
gathering takes place anyway, as if compulsively attempting to make sense of something whose traces are everywhere,
blindingly apparent and yet absent. The signs within the image are opaque, unreadable. They seem to figure forth
the unrepresentable itself. Like the photograph that contains them, these signs could now lead anywhere.

(2)
(3)
(4)
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Bertolt Brecht, “The Street Scene” in Brecht on Theatre: The Development of an Aesthetic, trans. and ed. John Willett
(New York: Hill and Wang, 1964), 121.
Brecht, “The Street Scene” 122.
See Hal Foster, “This Funeral is for the Wrong Corpse” in Design and Crime and Other Diatribes (London: Verso, 2002).
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We are used to thinking of realism as the opposite of abstraction, as representation stands opposed to
the non-objective, the unrepresentable. We should remember, however, that at the moment of the Realism-Modernism debates earlier in the twentieth century, Brecht took a rather different position. Here is one of Brecht’s
attempts at defining realism: “Realist means: laying bare society’s causal network | showing up the dominant
viewpoint as the viewpoint of the dominators | writing from the standpoint of the class which has prepared the
broadest solutions for the most pressing problems afflicting human society | emphasizing the dynamics of development | concrete and so as to encourage abstraction.”(5) The accommodation of the political language of realism—taken here simply as the parameters of a political aesthetic—to the conditions of capitalist reification and
abstraction necessitated this step on Brecht’s part. For Brecht in the early twentieth century, a realism worthy of
the name would have to incorporate abstraction, for this had become in fact a social form, a form through which
the social had to pass. The debates on this subject from the moment of modernism only seem more important,
indeed more actual, today.(6) Although the critical voices that have set themselves this task seem fewer and fewer,
we must begin to wonder about the capacities of a realist project in an era of even more extreme abstraction,
under postmodern conditions of reification. “It is a tall order,” Brecht concluded about his conception of realism,
“and it can be made taller.” We could instead say: It is a tall order, and it has to be made taller.

One of Byrne’s most important works confronts, however obliquely, opera, specifically the opera of
the early twentieth century that Brecht’s epic theater had been designed to assault. It is almost impossible to
describe the form of this “piece,” as the work exists in multiple versions, indeed in a now almost encyclopedic
array of mediums. Initially a student work that involved a sculptural installation with sound—a walkman playing
Enrique Caruso singing “E lucevan le stelle” from Puccini’s Tosca, embedded in a gallery wall and visible only
as a tiny hole into which visitors could plug headphones—Byrne’s project was soon “remade” or rather documented as a set of photographs recording the artist’s twin brother listening to the recording. The charge of
these photographs led the artist to re-envision the work as a narrative video, one in which the artist’s twin was
again cast and now had to act out a role, approaching the work’s “hole,” lurking around it, hooking in his
headphones, experiencing a rather hammed up and sexualized pleasure, disconnecting and then leaving. Cut
together, according to the artist, in “the standard realist manner,” with establishing shots and a logical narrative
arc, the piece was now given a title: A Crime Dramatically Re-Constructed. It was then itself re-made several times.
In 1998, some four years after the original student work’s conception, Byrne remade the work for a fifth and

(5)
(6)

Brecht, “The Popular and the Realistic” in Brecht on Theatre, 109.
For English-language readers, the best summary and collection of these debates can be found in

Aesthetics and Politics (London: Verso, 1980).
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(seemingly) final time, taking some three more years however to complete its last form. The work was now
shot on 16mm film instead of video. A black-and-white silent film with operatic accompaniment, this piece lasted for the entire length of a single 16mm reel of film stock, including some twenty-five takes or shots that the
artist decided to leave uncut, transforming the old realist or narrative arc into an accumulation of “raw footage.”
A new title was attached: A Crime Dramatically Re-Constructed, Again.
A Crime Dramatically Re-Constructed,
Again, 1994–2002.
Installation view,
PRAXES, 2013.
Photo: Eva Lechner.

In its “final” version—in fact, we have every reason to suspect that the piece could be remade again—
Byrne added a series of opening titles to the film that connected its elements to cinematic and psychoanalytic schemas,
on the one hand models for a realist film practice (detailing acceptable camera angles and the like), and, on the other,
Freudian and Lacanian diagrams mapping the Oedipus complex (among other things). This latter structure is evidently
the “crime” alluded to in the work’s title, a connection that the titles draw out through the most attenuated of associations and linkages. They go something like this: Byrne’s mother used to sing “E lucevan le stelle” when the artist
was a child. Caruso is a tenor from the moment of silent film, the medium to which Byrne now returns. In Tosca,
Caruso is playing Cavaradossi, who in the drama is an “artist.” He sings “E lucevan le stelle,” which is an “exclamation
of love lost.” Caruso then, the cinematic voice of Byrne’s silent film, “is” Byrne’s mother. The artist’s twin brother,
gratified by this music, “is” in someway Byrne. Both then stand in for the figure of the father, or, according to the
Oedipal model, as rivals to replace the father. And yet Caruso as Cavaradossi “is” a figuration of the artist, who in
this scenario of course, “is” Byrne. This last substitution would in turn enable a whole new set of relations.
The titles are rather flat-footed, and, I think, are meant to be, the work setting up an air of enigma
that at the same time can hardly be taken exactly seriously: we are watching, after all, a man outfitted in surgical
scrubs plugging a set of headphones into a hole in a wall. What is instead important is the play with realist
codes of representation, the “crime” or event that here in a variety of mediums has supposedly been “re-constructed,” and then “re-constructed, again.” However, we precisely do not see this putative “crime.” Instead,
what we see is the process of reconstruction itself, a work given over to a destiny of continual reconstruction,
a perpetual “re-make.” In a statement on this work, the artist once pointed to his interest in thinking of it in
terms of “models"—thinking specifically of art historian Yve-Alain Bois’s conception that artworks do not illustrate theories but can perhaps serve as theoretical models in their own right.(7) “I wanted the work to employ
models,” Byrne insisted, “that would suggest that the footage which followed was open to analysis according
(7)
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to schematic models, that in fact, the footage was itself a model.”(8) As put into place in Byrne’s A Crime Dramatically Re-Constructed, Again, a model seems to be a machine for endless substitutions and self-differing reiterations. It can have sources in the widest variety of objects, from mass-cultural film practice, to high art forms
such as opera, to intellectual discourses such as psychoanalysis. A model is a method—a form, we might say,
where the form itself has taken priority over content, where form indeed has become content. For again, in A
Crime Dramatically Re-Constructed, Again, we never in fact truly see the representation of a crime. Byrne himself
has discussed the work in terms of the “sublime,” an engagement, in other words, with “that which cannot be
represented.”(9) And so what we see in this project instead is the “reconstruction” itself, a work given over to
the separation and autonomization of its various parts and their endless recombination, their permutation,
their openness to what Brecht would have called re-functioning. We witness a labor of endless substitution, a
model where parts can substitute for parts as if their actual content no longer mattered. Or, rather, it is as if
their content—the “crime” of the work’s title—was no longer in any sense able to be represented. It is now the
work of the model itself—the process of a work given over to infinite reconstruction—that gives form to a
reality that it cannot otherwise “picture.” If we are ever to grasp how Byrne’s work relates to a contemporary
form of realism, one must turn to this dalliance with the unrepresentable.

Only now are we in a position to grasp the stakes of Byrne’s most forthright engagements with narrative, his attempt to create “stories” (of a sort) in a series of videos that employ found texts—advertisements
and mass-media roundtable “discussions”—as their scripts. Beginning like In the News with a “model” chosen
from the pages of the mass-media, Byrne’s first such work appropriated an obviously staged “conversation”
between businessman Lee Iacocca and singer Frank Sinatra that was published as a four-page advertisement
in 1981 for the Chrysler Imperial, and then cast two actors to perform this advertisement in a short film. Once
a luxury automobile, the Chrysler Imperial is as outmoded today as the imperialist project of the magazine,
National Geographic, in which the advertisement first appeared, or the imperialist era after which the Imperial
was named (this car thus being already a nostalgia form, a postmodern form, a recoding of the automobile, the
modernist machine par excellence).(10) “The Chairman of the Board” (Iacocca) tells the “Chairman of the Board”
(8)
(9)
(10)

Byrne, artist talk, July 2002, Helsinki, Finland.
Byrne, artist talk, July 2002.
The magazine too then is itself an outmoded space, as picture magazines like Life and National Geographic have been

marginalized by the new importance of television or the internet; National Geographic itself now attracts much more attention through
its own cable channel than it does through its traditional print form. To call the imperialist project “outmoded” is obviously a problematic
claim in the wake of the recent war waged by the United States and Britain; I am referring only to the classic historical era of imperialism, from the nineteenth century into the early twentieth. On the revival of imperialism, see Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri, Empire
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard, 2000).
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(as Sinatra was called) why it’s time for Imperial: this was the title to Chrysler’s advertisement, proclaiming an
engagement with temporality itself now made literal by Byrne’s appropriation of this title as the name of his cinematic reconstruction, called simply Why It’s Time for Imperial, Again. And if the principle of “again,” of repetition, was foregrounded in this strange performative project of (re-) enactment—not a traditional realism but
a realization of an artificial form, a document of an “event” which has never in fact occurred—Byrne’s second
video would prioritize instead the “new.” Entitled New Sexual Lifestyles, this digital video used a cast of mostly
Irish actors to re-enact a conversation that was printed in 1973 in another outmoded media source, Playboy magazine, a round-table “symposium” exploring then “emerging behavior patterns, from open marriage to group
sex,” under the rubric itself of “New Sexual Lifestyles.” The principles of “Again” and the “New,” repetition and
the Novum, lie entwined here. They point us toward the form of the new that repetition can now embody.
Why It’s Time for
Imperial, Again,
An advertising feature on the Chrysler
Imperial, National
Geographic Magazine, November 1980.

[…] Both of Byrne’s videos prioritize an almost undead form of once “living speech”; they focus
upon unreal forms of oral communication: a staged “conversation” in Why It’s Time for Imperial, Again; a
recorded, media-oriented, highly artificial “symposium” in New Sexual Lifestyles. Pointed toward the massmedia, Byrne’s videos re-enact not the “vanishing” oral communication of the traditional storyteller; rather,
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they return to a speech which was itself already solidified into falsifying print forms, a mass-media speech that
was always-already dedicated to its own vanishing, its ephemeral and temporary status. These were words that
were never meant to last. But Byrne’s works are attempts to release “stories” from mass-media’s frozen speech.
The two videos seize upon mass-media forms that were never intended to serve as “models,” but now have become such. They repeat these forms as “models,” linking Byrne’s activity here once more to theater, with its inherent drive not only to enact and perform scripted events, but continually to re-enact and re-perform these
scripts, never settling (as is the case for cinema) into a singular, definitive form. Why It’s Time for Imperial, Again
will thus enact its script three different times, and in three different ways; New Sexual Lifestyles will exist as a
DVD that creates endless permutations of its progression, using different footage and camera angles on the
various fragments and speakers into which Byrne has divided the performed discussion, and recombining them
at random (allowing cinematic techniques to take on here and continue theater’s perpetual re-formulations).(11)
The process of Byrne’s two videos thus must be recognized as a process; both works autonomize and repeat the very history of storytelling’s modern eradication and its previous modernist autonomization. By which
I mean to say that Byrne’s repetitions don’t exactly autonomize a story-telling form now newly severed from its
cultural roots, as was the case at the moment of modernism (Joyce and Ulysses, Brecht and epic theater). If the
traditional or oral epic was still residual at the moment of modernism—“vanishing,” perhaps, but not yet obliterated from memory—it has been fully eradicated in our own day, at the moment of the postmodern. It is no longer
there to act as a foundation from which to leap into the freedoms of a new abstraction, which was perhaps the
basis of modernist form. Instead, Byrne proposes that we can, through a further set of techniques of autonomization—separating out and cutting up, quotation and decontextualization—release a “new” form of narrative, a set
of truly postmodern stories: they will now attempt—impossibly (even tragically?)—to extract narrative and the
story from the very entities, the abstractions, that have eradicated the story in the first place. In autonomizing further these already autonomized structures, in treating the mass-media as a source for an epic or story-telling
theater, Byrne’s works—while recoding or “realizing” these previous abstractions of “living speech”—become
themselves second-degree abstractions; they become then abstractions of abstractions along the way.

(11)

Byrne pays special attention to the format in which these videos are shown, and so then should we. For example, Why It’s

Time for Imperial, Again is shown on a monitor placed upon a raised wooden platform, surrounded by temporary seating such as folding
chairs. Byrne calls the platform structure a “rehearsal space," as if the three repetitions or re-makings of the National Geographic advertisement were meant to be continued, perhaps remade again by the viewer. This too of course is a Brechtian device, who had a whole set
of techniques for attacking the traditional separation of audience from the theatrical stage, which Byrne will now extend to the relationship between viewer and screen, between collective audience and television (hardly a collective form, in any traditional sense); on this,
see especially the section entitled “Theater on a Dais” in Walter Benjamin’s essay, “What is Epic Theater?" in Illuminations, ed. Hannah
Arendt (New York: Schocken, 1968), 154.
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It hardly seems a coincidence that Byrne’s first narrative reconstruction focuses on an advertisement
for an automobile, and the same thing can be said for the focus in New Sexual Lifestyles on the discourse of “sexual
revolution” and “sexual utopians.” We are dealing, in both cinematic projects, with a now lost or dated updating
of a modernist ideal: revolution, utopia, the machinic paradigm of the automobile (whose newly rationalized
factory production gave its name to the productive mode of the modernist moment—Fordism and Taylorism—
and haunted almost all modernist aesthetic forms). Brecht himself would call upon the automobile in one of his
most-cited passages, a statement in the play Mann ist Mann that Walter Benjamin took as emblematic:

New Sexual Lifestyles,
2003. Three-channel
video installation,
non-linear duration;
seven photographs.
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Herr Bertolt Brecht maintains: A man’s a man.
And this is something anyone can say.
But Herr Bertolt Brecht goes on to prove
That you can make as much of a man as you want.
This evening you’ll see a man assembled like a car,
Without his losing anything by it...
Reading Brecht’s words as a self-reflexive acknowledgment of his literary technique or form, Benjamin
would further see this form in analogy with the productive forces of the modern era itself, a “productivism”
working along the same lines and with similar techniques (the “assembly” and “re-assembly” of the human
subject itself). “The process of reassembling which we learn of in this passage," Benjamin wrote, “we have already
heard Brecht proclaim it as a literary form. What he writes is not a ‘work’ but an apparatus, an instrument. The
higher it stands, the more capable it is of reshaping, dismantling, and transforming.”(12) Seeing Brecht’s epic
theater as a form equivalent to visual montage—depending on the principle of interruption—Benjamin located
the primary motor of Brecht’s technique in montage’s basis, namely, quotation. “The [epic] play was interrupted...To quote a text involves the interruption of its context. It is therefore understandable that the epic theater,
being based on interruption, is, in a specific sense, a quotable one.”(13) Quotation would stand at the root of
epic theater’s constructivism, its dedication to re-assembly and its functional powers of transformation.
Byrne’s two cinematic works both prioritize the artist’s more wide-ranging engagement with quotation and citation. In Why It’s Time for Imperial, Again, the very fact that acting itself involves a form of citation—speech that is less “authentic” than borrowed from someone else—becomes palpable in the evident
glee that Byrne takes in his two amateur actors’ mistakes, their flubbed lines, inappropriate emotions, and hesitant pauses, their local and undisguised New York accents, the appearance they sometimes give of reading
their lines from cue cards, or rather of not being able to remember these lines at all, a form of speech not
emana-ting from inside but from outside the subject—congealed speech, an undead form suddenly reanimated.

Why It’s Time for
Imperial, Again,
1998–2000. Film
still from video.

(12)
(13)
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Not just a theatrical matter, however, quotation occupies too the entire technique of filming that the video presents,
as Byrne repeats the “dialogue” between Iacocca and Sinatra a multitude of times, each time showing the footage
in a different way, utilizing a rotating set of film techniques that seem to be presented as so many recycled cinematic
or documentary modes: full and stable long shots versus searching close-ups versus the nervous hand-held
cameras often employed on contemporary police dramas. And, finally, quotation takes on a spatial dimension in
this work as well, as we see its principles of decontextualization and separation internalized in the flitting of the
two characters from locale to disparate locale without any break in the dialogue performed, and with no logical
transitions. All of the dialogue seems to occur in a run-down, formerly industrial area of New York City, but as
the film progresses the actors shift instantly from industrial streets to a playground, from a diner to its restroom,
from a junkyard to an area near a stinking, disused canal, a place bordering a highway, a set of rusted-out, abandoned railway tracks, and even a manicured corporate park. Dislocated constantly in this way, Why It’s Time
for Imperial, Again may occur in a mostly disused, now-neglected urban space, but its own context cannot be
pinned down; it seems subject to endless transference, displacement, an almost infinite decontextualization.
The result of this decontextualization is that the words that we hear and the figures that we see seem
somehow strangely empty and free-floating; uncanny signifiers, whose new “autonomy” and “freedom” from
context is also a sign of a radical void, almost an intimation of the blankness that we once expected from abstraction itself. The unrepresentable again haunts Byrne’s images. But it does so now in an increasingly radical
way, settling into the very process of the construction of the work as much as its putative internal contents (although internal contents are precisely here being put into question). However, the “void” that we sense in experiencing the signifiers of this work could just as easily be described as a sense of excessive fullness, signifiers
less empty (abstract) than too replete with meaning to be experienced, or rather, to be meaningful. [...]

Let us end with another photograph from Byrne’s In the News sequence. Here we see an image of the
joyously dusty and outmoded Natural History Museum in Dublin, an institution left over from another age.
We may wonder what newspaper or current “event” could have sparked Byrne’s interest in photographing such
a scene, or perhaps the image merely conforms to the more general function that photographs sometimes serve
in the media when called upon to illustrate the “general interest” story—in other words, “filler,” visual noise.
The caption: “Alexandra Horgan drawing at the National History Museum, Dublin, on November 24th, 2001.”
We are plunged into the riot of objects and animals that populate the Dublin museum, the left-overs of the natural
world: skeletons and fossils and taxonomic specimens, dinosaurs and giraffes, moose and marsupials, stuffed
birds perched in gridded rows against a wall. And yet, on a more global level, we are looking at a visible chain of
representations of other representations, a chain of recodings of other forms, other representational models,
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each one sprouting another a plant grown out of control. Unlike other images in the In the News sequence, photography does not here appropriate the powers of theater; but we are looking at a crossing of forms, a proliferation
of models away from an initial base form. We are staring at a photograph of a (woman) drawing that is itself an
attempt to represent an even more decrepit representation or model of knowledge about the world, an object
lesson formed spatially by preserved, decontextualized fragments of that world itself.

[…] As we gaze at Byrne’s photographs and their clear engagement with a series of well-known contemporary photographic languages, as we attend to Byrne’s growing series of dramatized “discussions” and
films, we can begin to see how this is one way in which Byrne’s work might be said to “work.” This is a project
that gives form to the unrepresentable form of the machinations of finance capital: a project that transforms
these machinations themselves into a mode of constructing form, or presenting the unrepresentable by literally
putting it to work. Byrne’s images are, then, a revamping of documentary and the photograph and the story
all together: a new form of realism for our times. This is a realism less of what can be depicted, than of what
cannot; a realism let loose by the false, by the “fabulations” of a form “freed” as far as capital can itself be today.
Alexandra Horgan
drawing at the National History Museum,
Dublin, on November 24th, 2001.
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In 2003 scholar and critic George Baker wrote an essay linking Gerard
Byrne’s work to theater and the much explored, little discussed
influence of Bertolt Brecht in contemporary artistic practices. Marking
its centennial with its partial republication as this Paper, this series of
excerpts opens with Baker’s notes on notation, a comment on Brechtian
captioning. In piecing together incongruent or dissonant forms of
quotation, the epic play of Brecht is presented as an underlying facet of
Byrne’s earlier photographic series and filmic “reenactments”—
interrupting as much as they quote. Baker’s arguments cast the artist’s
“aesthetic project” amidst a lineage of layering expounded in the
playwright’s dis-integration of the Wagnerian Gesamtkunstwerk.
George Baker is Associate Professor of Art History at UCLA and editor
of the journal October and its publishing imprint October Books.
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